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Variable Coefficient Std. Error 

C 20.0328 1.2231 
P 0.3380 0.0249 
PF - 1.0009 0.0825 

I-Statistic 

16.3785 

13.5629 

- 12.1281 

o .()() 

0.00" ' 
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ha\le statis tically significant coefficients and thus ha\le an effect upon the quant! 
demanded. 

The supply equation results appear in Table Il.3b. As anticipated, increases in the pn.: 
of trurnes increase the quantity supplied, and increases in the rental rate for trurne-seeki rl" 
pigs. which is an increase in the cost ofa fac tor of production. reduces supply. Both Oflho:' 
\lariables ha\le statistically significam coefficient estimates. 

11.7 Supply and Demand at the Fulton Fish Market 

The Fulton Fish Market has operated in New York City foro\ler 150 years. The prices for fi~ 
are detennined daily by the forces of supply and demand. Kathryn Graddl collected dall 
data on the price of whiting (a common type of fish). quantities sold, and weather condit iO!" 
during the period December 2, 199 1 10 May 8. 1992. These data are in the filefllllonjish.d,
Fresh fi sh arri\le at the market about midnight. The wholesalers. or dealers. sell to buyers f( 
retail shops and restaurants. The first interesting feature of this example is to consido:1 
whether prices and quant ities are simultaneollsly detennined by supply and demand at all 
We might consider this a market with a fixed. perfectly inelastic supply. At the stan of the: 
day, when the market is opened, the supply offi sh a\lailable for the day is fixed. If suppl) I 

fixed, with a \lertical supply curve, then price is demand dClcnnined, wi th higher demand 
leading to higher prices. but no increase in the quantity supplied. If this is true then tlK 
feedback between prices lmd quantities is elimi nated. Such models arc said to be rccursi \ t 
and the demand equation can be estimated by ordinary least squares ralher than the mon:: 
compl icated two-stage least squares procedure. 

Howe\ler whiting fish can be kept for se\leral days before going bad. and dealers can 
decide to se ll less, and add totheir inventory, or buffer stock. if the pri ce isjudged too low. in 
hope for better prices the next day. Or. if the price is unusually high on a gi\len day, then 
sellers can increase the day's catch with addi tional fish from their buffer stock. Thus despite: 
the perishable nature of the product, and (he daily resupply of fresh fi sh, dail y price i. 
simultaneously delemlined by supply and demand forces. The key point here is th.u 
"simultaneity" does nOI require thai events occur at a simultaneous moment in time. 

Let us specify the demand equation for this market as 

[n(QUAN,) = (11 + (12In (PRICE,) + 0.3MON, + a 4 TUE, + a s W£D, 

+ 0.6 THU, + e'/ 
( 11.1 3 

2 See Kalhryn Graddy (2006) "The Fulton Fish Markct:' inurnlll of ECOlJomic Pt rsptCli,'u, 20(2), 207-21(, 
The authors wou td like 10 tllan~ Professor Graddy for remission to use thc dala from IIcr study. 

J The HUlhors thank Peter Kennedy for Ihis observation. See Kalhryn Gmddy and Peler E. Kcnnt'dy (2006. 
"Whcn are supply and demand detenn ined recursivcly mtherthan simul1ancotJsly? Anolhcr look at tht Ful10n Fi 'h 
MHr~CI dala.·· work ing paper. See hltp:l/www.eeonomic.~.o~.ac.ukllTlCmbers/l::athryn.gmddy/research . htm. 
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where QUANI is the quantity sold, in pound s, and pRICE,the average daily price per pound.
Note that we are using the subscript "t" to index observations for this relationship bicause
of the time series nature of the data. The remaining variables are dummy variables for the
days of the week, with Friday being omitted. The coefficient a2 is the price elasticity of
demand, which we expect to be negative. The daily dummy variables capture day-to-day
shifts in demand. The supply equation is

ln(QUAN,): 9r * B2ln(pNCE,) + gtSrOnUy, * ei (1 1.14)

The coefficient P2 is the price elasticity of supply. The variable sroRMy is a dummy
variable indicating stormy weather during the previous 3 days. This variable is important in
the supply equation because stormy weather makes fishing more difficult, reducing the
supply of fish brought to market.

ll.7.l IDsNrrrrcATroN

Prior to estimation, we must determine if the supply and demand equation paramerers are
identified. The necessary condition for an equation to be identified is that in this system of
M:2equations,itmustbetruethatatleastM - 1: lvariablemustbeomittedfromeach
equation. In the demand equation the weather variable STORMY is omitted, but it does
appear in the supply equation. In the supply equation, the four daily dummy variables that
are included in the demand equation are omitted. Thus the demand equation shifts daily,
while the supply remains fixed (since the supply equation does not contain the daily dummy
variables), thus tracing out the supply curve, making it identified, as shown in Figure 11.4.
Similarly, stormy conditions shift the supply curve relative to a fixed demand, tracing out the
demand curve, and making it identified.

17.7.2 Trrr RnoucEo Fonin Equa-rroNs

The reduced form equations specify each endogenous variable as a function of all
exogenous variables
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ln(QUAN,): rr1l + rr2lMONs I r3lTUEs * ralWED, * n51THU1

* ra$TORMYt lvtr

In(PRICE,) : nr2 * r22MON1l r32WE1 I rqzWEDt I rr52TH(11

* nezSTORMYt * vtz

( l  l .1s)

(1 r .16 )

These reduced forrn equations can be estimated by least squares because the right-hand-side
variables are all exogenous and uncorrelated with the reduced form errors v'1 and vr2. Using
the Graddy's d ata (fultonfish.dat) we estimate these reduced form equations and report them
in Table 11.4. Estimation of the reduced form equations is the first step of two-stage least
squares estimation of the supply and demand equations. It is a requirement for successful
two-stage least squares estimation that the estimated coefficients in the reduced form for the
right-hand-side endogenous variable be statistically significant. We have specified the
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Tahle 11 .4 a Reduced Form for tn(Quantity) Fish
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Co
Variable Coefficient Std. Error r-Statistic

C
STORMY
MON
TUE
WED
THU

8.8101
-0.3878

0.1010
-0.4847
-0.5531

0.0537

0.1470
0.1437
0.2065
0.2011
0.2058
0.2010

s9.9225
-2.6979

0.4891
-2.4097
-2.6876

0.2671

0.00il)
0.008t
0.625t
0.017t
0.0G.
0.7899

c
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t
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Table 11 .4 & Reduced Form for ln(Price) Fish

Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic
cstimating the suPPlY
itz : i.SZ: 0, meaninl
zero. Then

C
STORMY
MON
TUE
WED
THU

-0.2717
0.3464

-0.rt29
-0.0411
-0.0118

0.0496

0.0764
0.0747
0.1073
0.1045
0.1069
0.1045

-3.5569
4.6387

-r.0525
-0.3937
-0.1106

0.4753

0.006
0.00flf
0.2950
0.6946
0.9r72
0.6356

structural equations (11.13) and (11.14) wilhln(QUAM) as the left-hand-side variable and
In(PRICS as the right-hand-side endogenous variable. Thus the key reduced form equatioo
is (11.16) for 1n(PRICE").In this equation

. To identify the supply curve, the daily dummy variables must be jointly significant-
This implies that at least one of their coefficients is statistically different from zem,
meaning that there is at least one significant shift variable in the demand equation
which permits us to reliably estimate the supply equation.

. To identify the demand curve, the variable STORMY must be statistically significant,
meaning that supply has a significant shift variable, so that we can reliably estimatc
the demand equation.

Why is this so? The identification discussion in Section I 1.4 requires only the presence of
shift variables, not their significance. The answer comes from a grcat deal of econometric
research in the past decade, which shows that the two-stage least squares estimator performs
very poorly if the shift variables are not strongly significant.a Recall that to implement two-
stage least squares we take the predicted value from the reduced form regression and include
it in the structural equations in place of the right-hand-side endogenous variable. That is, we
calculate

h(P RI CE t) : ff n * i 22MO$ I fr zzW E t * ir a2WED l * ir szTHU t * iT aSTORMY t

where itp2 are the least squares estimates of the reduced form coefficients, and then
replace Ln(PRICE) with ln(PR1CE1) . To illustrate our point let us focus on the problem of

* See James H. Stock and Mark W Watson (2007) Introduction to Econometrics, 2nd editinn, Peanifi
Education, Appendix 12.5 for a more technical, but still intuitive discussion.
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Table 11.5 2SIS Estirnates for Fish Demand

\ ariable Coefficient Std. Error /-Statistic Prob.tatistic Prot'
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,..6979
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0.00E.
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0.01 - -
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-0.5664
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0.2088

5 1.1 890
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f i we replace Ln(PRICE) in the supply equation (1 1.14) with this predicted value. there u ill

- exact colhnearity betwee 
" 

I"(PNCEJ and the variable STORMYwhich is alreadl in the
.upply equation, and two-stage least squares will fail. If the coefficient estimates on the dailr
Jummy variables are not exactly zero, but are jointly insignificant, it means there will be
'e r ere collinearity in the second stage, and while the two-stage least squares estimates of the
.upply equation can be computed, they will be unreliable. In Table 11.4b, showing the
:educed form estimates for (11.16), none of the daily dummy variables are statistically
irgnificant. Also, the joint F-test of significance of the daily dummy variables has p-value
.,.65, so that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that all these coefficients are zero.s In
:his case the supply equation is not identified in practice, and we will not report estimates
:or it.

However, STORMY is statistically significant, meaning that the demand equation may be
:eliably estimated by two-stage least squares. An advantage of two-stage least squares
3itimation is that each equation can be treated and estimated separately, so the fact that the
.upply equation is not reliably estimable does not mean that we cannot proceed with
:stimation of the demand equation. The check of statistical significance of the sets of shift
.ariables for the structural equations should be carried out each time a simultaneous
aluations model is formulated.

11.7.3 Two-Srecp Leesr Squenrs EsrrlrerroN oF FrsH DEiueNn

{pplying two-stage least squares estimation to the demand equation we obtain the results as
.:rr en in Table 11.5. The price elasticity of demand is estimated to be -I.12, meaning that a
. -c increase in fish price leads to aboutal.l2%o decrease in the quantity demanded, and this
::timate is statistically significant at the 5Vo level. The dummy variable coefficients are
:.egative and statistically significant for Tuesday and Wednesday, indicating that demand is
.ower or these days relative to Friday.

i Even if the variables are jointly significant there may be a problem. The significance must be "strong." An
; -r alue < l0 is cause for concem. This problem is the same as that of weak instruments in instrumental variables
srrmation. See Section 10.4.2.

Emrah ER
NOT
Talep denklemine 2AEKK uygulandığında elde edilen sonuç tablodadır. Talebin fiyat esnekliği -1.12 olarak tahmin edilmiştir. Bu balık fiyatında gerçekleşen %1'lik bir artışın, balık talebiniz %1.12 azaltacağı anlamına gelir. Bu sonuç %5 düzeyinde istatistiki olarak anlamlıdır. Kukla değişken katsayıları negatiftir ve Salı ve Çarşamba günleri için istatistiki olarak anlamlıdır ki bu talebin bu günlerde Cuma gününe kıyasla daha az olduğu anlamına gelmektedir.
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